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The Aragonese were faced with a complex situation
in the field of weights and measures in so far as
the ancient traditional measures used in trade

were very disparate due to the presence of a number of
“independent” measurement standards, to the lack of any
effective control on the part of the authorities and even,
in some cases, to outright abuse by these authorities in
implementing checking procedures. 

To remedy this situation and hence ensure uniformity
of measurements, King Ferdinand I of Aragon issued a
legislative act in April 1480. He even had a monument
carved to ensure not only that word got round about this
act but also that it was actually put into practice, and
additionally sent details of the act to the appointed head
magistracy. Even though the monument became damaged
over time, it was nevertheless preserved up until the last
century in the Castelcapuano courtyard in Naples, which
was the office of the Royal Court of the Weights and
Measures Mint. The marble stump bore Aragonese insig-
nia and the Latin inscription: 

FERDINANDUS.REX.INUTILITAT
EM.REI.P.HAS.MENSURAS.PER.MAGIST

ROS.RATIONALES.FIERI.MANDAVIT

The monument was engraved with the linear and
capacity measures in force at that time. Some samples
were also conserved by the church, in line with an
ancient law of Giustiniano that was, by then, becoming
a tradition since in a Christian society the church was
considered as being the best place to confer absolute
and indisputable values to measures that were derived
from the human body, such as the palm of a hand or the
foot.

Ferdinand’s legislative act is not conserved in pub-
lished collections, but was recorded thanks to the trans-
cription made by the humanist Melchiorre Delfico in
1787 [5].

Ferdinand’s edict was of note because it led to order
being restored in the field of weights and measures that
remained untouched for the next four centuries.

Unfortunately, there is no historical record of how
the weights and measures that he imposed as being
legally binding under his reign were actually deter-
mined.

At the beginning of the 19th century a Committee of
Learners was charged by Gioacchino Murat (King of
Naples from 1808 to 1815) to compare the Aragonese
measures with the Parisian metre, to inquire into the
origins of the system of measures being used and to estab-
lish if a scientific principle existed that had inspired the
inventors of the Neapolitan system of weights and mea-
sures [2].
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This comparison showed that the Parisian meter was
in fact bigger that the Aragonese “four palm” measure
by 1/200 m, but the sample examined was not in a good
state and was marred by the intensive use that had been
made of it over the four centuries during which it
constituted the sole legal basis.

The committee found no reference as to the origins
of the system of measurement used in Naples, despite
having searched right through the Royal Archives.

Moreover, it is curious to note that since the
Aragonese era the mile (the unit of the customary survey
measure used in Naples) was defined to be 1/60 of a
degree of the earth’s meridian and the palm (the unit of
linear measure used in Naples) as 1/7 000 of the mile; it
can therefore be affirmed that since the time of Alfonso I
of Aragon, linear measurement was strictly related to
the length of the earth’s meridian.

The fact that in 1811 the Committee found such a
small and “wonderful” [5] difference between the
Aragonese measure and the French metre led the scien-
tific establishment in the last century to consider that
the palm originated as an aliquot part of the earth’s
meridian almost four centuries before the invention of
the metre. It would have been a major achievement for
the illustrious (and unfortunately ignored) Committee of
Naples at the Aragonese court to have proved this!

It can be noted from the analysis of the instructions
King Ferdinand gave to his treasurers that an “ad hoc”
structure for regular control of every weight, measure
and instrument that the sellers used to weigh and mea-
sure was created for the first time in the Reign of Naples.

During Ferdinand’s reign the law also established a
hierarchy of primary standards, to render it easier to
compare these with the standards used by instruments
in trade. 

It provided for the creation of a register containing
details of anyone using instruments to weigh and

King Ferdinand I of Aragon

View of the Castel Nuovo (also called “Maschio Angioino”),
site of the Aragon Government

Measure conversion table from the “Monitore del Regno delle
due Sicilie” (Official journal of the Kingdom of Naples) published
in 1813 under King Gioacchino Murat
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The Latin text of King Ferdinand’s Weights and Measures Act
dated 4th April 1480, as reported by Melchiorre Delfico

measure for trade purposes (in the Middle-Age Italian
language: “quinterni lucidi et clari”); this register enabled
the Central Administration to examine the behavior of
the appointed head magistracy for instrument control.

Ferdinand also laid down that every instrument had
to be marked with the Royal insignia to certify its accu-
racy; the owners of instruments had to re-mark them in
the presence of a Royal official after any repairs were
carried out.

Many dispositions that Ferdinand laid down are still
present in the Italian regulations currently in force, with
some modifications made of course.

Lastly, the punishment for offenders who did not
observe the law was a fine of 1 000 golden ducats pay-
able to the Crown - an amount so high that breaching
the law was effectively discouraged [1].

King Ferdinand I of Aragon set up the basic legal
metrology system so well that his directives were left
untouched over four centuries until Gioacchino Murat
introduced the French decimal metric system in 
Naples. K

Cover page of the book referred to as [1] in the Bibliography


